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delivering end-to-end supply chain excellence
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As the CEO of "Spectrum Industry", I am
pleased to introduce you to our company
profile, which provides an overview of our
business, our values, and our vision for the
future.

Our industry plays a critical role in the
global economy, supporting virtually every
sector, from food and beverage to
healthcare, beauty, and retail. At our
company, we are proud to be a leading
player in this industry, delivering innovative
and sustainable packaging solutions that
meet the evolving needs of our customers.

Our company is built on a foundation of
excellence, integrity, and innovation. We
are committed to providing our
customers with the highest quality
products and services, delivered with
exceptional speed, efficiency, and
reliability. We are also dedicated to
driving sustainability and circularity
throughout our business, recognizing the
critical role that packaging plays in the
global effort to address climate change
and reduce waste.

At the heart of our success is our team of
talented and passionate professionals,
who bring diverse perspectives, skills,
and experiences to our business. We are
committed to fostering a culture of
excellence, accountability, and inclusion,
where every employee has the
opportunity to grow, develop, and
succeed.

Looking to the future, we are excited
about the opportunities and challenges
that lie ahead. We recognize that our
industry is undergoing rapid
transformation, driven by technological
advancements, changing consumer
preferences, and regulatory pressures.
We are committed to staying ahead of
the curve, investing in innovation, and
working closely with our customers to
deliver customized solutions that meet
their unique needs and requirements.

I want to thank you for your interest in
our company, and I invite you to join us
on this exciting journey toward a more
sustainable, equitable, and prosperous
future.

Ours 4 Pillars 
Sustainability

Technology & Innovation

People, Quality & Safety

Customer Focus

STATEMENT
CEO
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Spectrum Industry is a leading manufacturer, importer, distributor, and factory outlet that
covers end-to-end supply chain solutions for food packaging, hygiene and cleaning items.  
Established in 1988, the company has been providing high-quality, innovative, and affordable
packaging solutions to businesses across HORECA and various industries.

As an In-House Manufacturing Facility:
Spectrum industry operates a state-of-the-art manufacturing facility that is equipped with the
latest machinery, technology, and highly skilled staff that convert more than 3000 tons of
paper and other raw materials annually. Spectrum brings long-term value, durable, reliable
food packaging, and hygienic products that meet or exceed customers' expectations. We
prioritize sustainability and ethical practices, ensuring that products are environmentally
friendly and produced in fair labor conditions.

As an Importer and Distributor:
In addition to manufacturing, Spectrum Pack and S4S is importing products from reputable
suppliers located globally and distribute products through our network across the region. We
choose our products that are appropriate to our market and are mainly of biodegradable,
compostable, or eco-friendly in nature. With strategically located warehouses and delivery
vehicles, we can ensure the timely delivery of our products to our customers located across in
the region. 

Factory Outlet:
At Budget Warehouse's factory outlet, customers can browse and purchase our full range of
products at factory-direct prices. Our outlet store is staffed with knowledgeable professionals
who can assist customers in selecting the right packaging solutions for their needs.

TO KNOW US
GET



Sourcing: The first step in the supply chain is to source raw materials, such as paper, plastic,
and other packaging materials, from reliable suppliers. These materials should meet the
required food safety and hygiene standards.
Manufacturing: The next step is to manufacture food packaging and hygiene products in a
clean and hygienic environment, using state-of-the-art equipment and technologies.
Quality control measures should be put in place to ensure that the products meet the
required standards.
Storage: Once the products are manufactured, they need to be stored in a safe and secure
environment, free from contamination and damage. Proper inventory management and
tracking systems should be in place to ensure that the products are easily accessible when
needed.
Transportation: The products need to be transported to various locations, including
distribution centers, warehouses, and retail outlets, using efficient and reliable
transportation methods. Temperature-controlled vehicles may be required for certain
products, such as perishable foods.
Delivery: Finally, the products need to be delivered to the end customer promptly and
efficiently, while maintaining the required hygiene standards. Delivery tracking systems
may be used to monitor the delivery process and ensure that the products reach their
intended destination.

Our end-to-end supply chain solutions for food packaging and hygienic items involve the
management of the entire process of sourcing, manufacturing, storing, transporting, and
delivering food packaging and hygiene products to the end customer. This type of solution is
crucial for ensuring the safety and quality of food products and maintaining hygiene
standards throughout the supply chain.

Some of our key elements involved in end-to-end supply chain solutions for food packaging
and hygienic items:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

 END-TO-END SUPPLY CHAIN SOLUTIONS

Overall, end-to-end supply chain solutions for food packaging and hygiene products are
essential for ensuring the safety and quality of food packaging products while maintaining
hygiene standards throughout the supply chain. By implementing these solutions, Spectrum
ensures that our products meet the highest standards of quality and safety, which help to build
customer trust and loyalty.

S- P A C K

Linking sustainability from source to your food packLinking sustainability from source to your food packLinking sustainability from source to your food pack
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VISION & MISSION

Our vision is to be a leading player in the industry, delivering innovative, sustainable, and
customized packaging solutions that meet the evolving needs of our customers. Our
ultimate goal is to help our customers succeed by providing them with the highest quality
products and services, delivered with exceptional speed, efficiency, and reliability.

We envision a future where packaging is no longer viewed as a commodity, but as a critical
tool for driving sustainability, circularity, and innovation. We are committed to driving
positive change throughout the industry, by investing in research and development,
collaborating with customers and partners, and leveraging technology to improve our
operations and reduce our environmental footprint.

At the heart of our vision is a commitment to excellence, integrity, and inclusion. We are
dedicated to fostering a culture of continuous improvement, where every employee has the
opportunity to grow, develop, and succeed. We believe in doing business the right way, by
acting ethically, responsibly, and transparently, and by treating our customers, employees,
and communities with the respect and dignity they deserve.

In sum, our vision is to be the packaging company of choice for customers who demand the
best, the most innovative, and the most sustainable packaging solutions. We believe that by
staying true to our values and our purpose, we can help create a better future for ourselves,
our customers, and the world around us.

Vision

Our mission is to provide innovative and affordable packaging solutions to
businesses across various industries. We are committed to delivering the highest
quality products and services to our customers and to continuously improving our
processes to meet their evolving needs.

Mission



WE SERVE

HORECA
Hotels, Restaurants, Food Chain & Cafeterias, Food
Manufacturers (Juice, Dairy, Ice Cream, Sauces & Pickel
Fast Food, Packed Food, Frozen Food, Fresh Food), Food
Repacking industry, Food refineries, Food Distributors,
Industrial Kitchen, Bakery & Butchery Centers.

WHO

Industry MEDICAL
Hospital, Medical Colleges, Clinic, Pharmacy, Medical
Centers, Lab, Manufacturers, Research and development
organizations, Government agencies, and many others

Industry

CONSUMABLES
Conventional supermarkets, Supercenters, Warehouse
clubs, Specialty supermarkets, Ethnic supermarkets,
Online supermarkets, Hypermarket, Groceries, Discount
center etc 

Industry ENTERTAINMENT
Cinema, Amusement Park, Theme Parks, Desert Safari,
Beach Adventure, Sports Facilities, Picnic, Kitty Parties,
Events, Theme Parks etc

Industry

TRAVEL
Airlines, Catering, Airports, Logistics, Bar & Lounges,
Cruise lines, Car rental companies, Travel agencies, Tour
operators, ETC

Industry PET
veterinary care, Pet grooming, Pet daycare, Pet training,
PEST control, 

Industry

CLEANING
Residential homes, Commercial buildings, industrial
sites, and Government facilities

Industry OTHER
Automobile Industry, Fitness Industry, Education Industry,
Offices, Apparel Industry, Cosmetic Industry, ETC 

Industry



BUSINESS ACHIEVEMENTS

First step towards entrepreneurship,
Manufacturing facility was setup. 

1988

Introduced and developed
a complete range of food
packaging and hygiene
products for the GCC
market.

2010

The quality and reliability of our products and services was well
recognized by various reputable Govt and private companies. 

1995

Due to increasing demand,
capacity was added with the
new facility. 

2004

Awarded a very special
license from Khalifa Fund
for Enterprise
Development. Govt
recognizes us to grow our
business. 

2020
Factory Outlet started to
supply high quality food
packaging and Hygienic
products directly to end
customers by being into
end-to-end supply chain
solutions.   

2021
Pioneering tailor-made
(Customized) products to
meet client needs.

Private OEM brand
launched. 

2023

As part of our constantly expanding business, we currently own and operate manufacturing facilities
with a vast production capacity. We lead several GCC markets and achieve various milestones, such
as winning industry awards, achieving significant market share, or being recognized for its
sustainability practices. Our success has been built on providing customers with top-quality
innovative packaging solutions, reliable service and partnerships built on excellence. Our key
achievements include: 



Paper
Facial Tissue| Cubes| Poly Tissue | Bed Roll|
Kitchen Towel| Pocket Tissue| Maxi Roll|
Napkins| Toilet Paper| Cups| Cups
Accessories | Baking sheets| Baking Mould|
Baking Roll|  Coffee Filter| Cake box| Salad
Bowl| Lunch Box| Pizza Box| Boat Tray| Cake
Base| Rectangular Trays| Fluted Box| Fries
Pauch| Containers| Straw| Wrap| Doilies|
Bags| Plate| Chicken Bucket| Popcorn Tub|
Soup Bowl| Ice Cream Cup| Thermal Paper|
Table Mat | Table Cover | 

Plastic
PET Cups| PP Cups| RE Series | RO series |
Compartment trays series| Thermoforming
Containers | Injection containers |Cutleries|
Portion Cups| Sushi Containers| Garbage
Bags| Sandwich Wedge| Piping Bag| Straw |
Wrap | Bags | film | Plate | PET |PP |PS |PVC |
LDPE| HDPE | LLDPE |MASTER BATCH

Aluminum 
Aluminum foil | Aluminum Wrap |Aluminum
Containers | Aluminum pots | Aluminum
Platter

Hygiene & Protection
Vinyl Gloves| Latex Gloves| Nitrile Gloves |
Surgical Gloves| HDPE gloves| TPE gloves| CPE
gloves | Eco friendly Gloves| Household
Gloves | Apron| Mask| Hair Net| Sleeve| Shoes
Cover| Beard Cover | Chef Hat

OUR 
OFFERING



Cleaning
Dish Wash| Handwash| Glass Cleaner|
Kitchen Cleaner | Floor Cleaner| All Purpose
Cleaners| Toilet Cleaner| Hand Sanitizer|
Degreaser| Drain Opener| Bleach| Acid
Cleaner | Disinfectants | Antiseptic | Liquid
Detergent | Detergent Powder| Abaya
shampoo| Bleach| Fabric Softener| Floor
Wiper| Dust Bins |Dust Mop | Kentucky Mop|
Floor Wiper| Dust Pan With Brush| Mop Holder|
Mop Handle| Steel Dustbin| Window Wiper|
Mop Trolley| Soap Dispenser | Maxi Roll
Dispenser| C-Fold Dispenser| Air Fershner
Dispenser| Table Napkin Dispenser

Biodegradable
Bagasse Range -Plates, Bowl, Cups,
Compartment & Hinged Containers, Lid,
Portion Cup, Oval Plates etc. 
Wooden Range-Plates, Bow, Spoon, Fork,
Knife, Coffee Stirrers, BBQ & Decorative
Skewer, Toothpick, Ice Cream Stick,
Rectangular Wooden Container, Wooden
Straw.
Areca Range- Shallow, Deep, Round,
Rectangle, Square- Areca Plate, Soup Bowl, &
Spoon.
PLA/ CPLA Range | Home Compostable Bags|
Editable Range| Rice flake Range|

Occasion & Decorations items

Balloons| Cups | Plate | Decoration | Candles |
Napkins| Table Cover | Hanging Decorations |
Door Banners| Party Decorating Kit | Party
Accessories| Halloween Decorations|
Summer Parties| Summer Parties |Summer
Parties| Easter| Mother's Day

BBQ Products

Fork| Spatula | Gas Lighter | Charcoal| Fan|
Chafing Fuel| Wick Fuel| Grill Stand| Skewer|
Handel Grill| Instant Grill| Charcoal Starter|
BBQ Tong| BBQ Gloves | BBQ grill with handle|
BBQ grill stand| Steel Skewer| Butane Gas|
BBQ Solid Fuel Tablet| Firewood 

OUR 
OFFERING
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Customization of food packaging and hygiene products can help our customers to
meet the specific needs and preferences. Some best examples of customizations
include:

Branding and labeling: We offer custom branding and labeling options for
food packaging products, such as printed logos, graphics, and text. This
helps our customers to promote their brands and increase visibility for their
products.

Custom sizes and shapes: We offer custom sizes and shapes for food
packaging products to better accommodate unique food products and
serving sizes.

Material selection: We offer wide variety of products according to customer
use selection, color, and material such as PS, PP, PET, Aluminum, Foam,
Biodegradable and Eco-friendly - Bamboo, Wooden, Paper and Pulp
products. We offering of biodegradable, compostable, and recyclable
options, is to meet the sustainability goals of our customers. 

Printed designs: We offer custom printed designs and patterns for food
packaging products, such as custom printed napkins, paper cups, or bags, to
add a unique touch to the customer's packaging.

Hygiene product customization: We offer customization options for hygiene
products such as hand sanitizers, face masks, and gloves. This can include
branding, color, and sizing options, as well as custom packaging designs.

IN HOUSE CUSTOMIZATION CAPABILITIES IN HOUSE CUSTOMIZATION CAPABILITIES 

CUSTOMIZE SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR UNIQUE
IDEA & NEED - "YOUR BRAND, YOUR WAY"

WITH 
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GET IN TOUCH
We value our customers and believe in building strong relationships based on trust,
transparency, and open communication. Our customer service team is always available to
assist you with any queries, concerns, or feedback you may have.

We would love to hear from you and explore ways in which we can support your packaging
needs. Please do not hesitate to get in touch with us to learn more about our products and
services.

www.spackdubai.com

Dubai | Ajman | UAQ
United Arab Emirates

+971 56 716 4747
+971 54 3000 420

hello@spackdubai.com
orders@spackdubai.com

©Spectrum Industry 1988-2023


